
Lake Vättern is unique. 

The 1960s was a time for environmental awakening, especially for everyone working with sea 

resources or using lakes and watercourses for their professional activities as fishermen or for 

recreation.  

Eutrophication was increasing very rapidly and it was obvious that something had to be done. Most 

important was that municipal wastewater treatment plants were built to remove most of the 

phosphorus from urban emissions. Moreover, during the early 90s, the people around Vättern acted 

successfully against the paper pulp industry, which was forced to reduce chlorine bleaching. 

Industries had to apply for new conditions to continue. It was the technical knowledge that set the 

limit for emissions, not how much nature tolerated. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 

ordered continued sampling and reporting regarding the quality of the water, which might have 

contributed to the fact that the lake has become cleaner regarding eutrophication, mainly reducing 

phosphorus from agriculture and urban emissions. 

There are however, new threats to the lake, mainly the activities of the Swedish Armed Forces and 

the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) using the lake as a shooting range, but also the 

preparation for extensive mining activities in close vicinity to the lake, Norra Kärr, north of the city 

Gränna.  

The Swedish Armed Forces have had operations around Vättern for over 100 years. It was already 

during the 1940s that the fishermen's associations in Vättern courted the government and 

complained that the military's shootings and bombings risked destroying their livelihood. 

Already 1978, a government decision was made that shelling of Vättern with brisant ammunition 

would be avoided. But 2010 the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) applied for a new 

permission to continue shooting brisant ammunition into the lake, primarily testing the artillery 

cannon Archer. FMVs application 2010 was below the radar of public opinion and no one had a 

chance to appeal against the authority's decision, which implied a permit to shoot grenade explosives 

in the northern part of Vättern. The permit application was ratified by the authorities and since then 

the grenade shelling of the lake has increased significantly. The firing range for these explosives is 

close to or even within the reproduction areas of the whitefish (Sik) and the unique Vättern char fish 

(Stor röding). We know today that at least one important spawning area has been completely 

destroyed by these shooting activites, an area called Höjen. Substantial efforts during many years 

have been done to restore this area, to make it suitable for reproduction of these species again, but 

all efforts have been in vain. It is obvious that destroyed areas are difficult or maybe impossible to 

restore. The maintenance of functioning spawning areas is crucial for the survival of the unique 

Vättern char fish, which is on the red list. 

An important breeding area for the valuable whitefish and the char is within this area hit by 

explosive shells. The spawn of the char and the whitefish is embedded in the rocky bottom all 

winter, waiting for hatching in the spring. This means that military activities also after the breeding 

season can seriously reduce hatching of the spawn, which occurs during springtime. 

This is now common knowledge, but in spite of this the decisions by the authorities violate 

environmental legislation in several ways. For almost ten years now, existing environmental laws 

have been surpassed in this process in order to meet the defense forces' wishes to continue using 

Vättern as a firing range even in the 21st century. Although this should not be possible with the 

environmental legislation added around the shift of the millennium, which strengthened Vättern and 

the environment in several ways. Both EU:s new Environmental Code, and the Natura 2000, and the 

Water Directive have been implemented in the Swedish law system.  The Water Directive has been 

transposed through provisions in Chapter 5 of the Environmental Code and Natura 2000 in Chapter 7. 



 

We are confronted with an ongoing environmental scandal! 

The last three months one illegal decision has followed after another! The Land and Environmental 

Court proposes that the Government should increase the number of days per year, from 20 to 50 

days, during which the Armed Forces may shoot from attack aircrafts into Vättern, even though the 

court knows that this is contrary to environmental legislation. According to the Land and 

Environmental Court, fighter aircraft will now be allowed to increase the shootings from 1,000 to 

69,000 shots per year, plus 150 rockets, into the lake. On the same day, the 6th of February, the 

county administrative board decided that the flight movements at Karlsborg's PFAS-polluted airport 

could increase fivefold, to over 10,000 takeoffs and landings per year. The authorities' decisions 

violate environmental legislation in several ways. When several environmentally affecting operations 

are conducted in the same area, the total damage shall be assessed. We do not accept this warfare 

against the drinking water cover and the Natura 2000 area, lake Vättern! 

The Land and Environmental Court writes: 

"Against the background of the uncertainties that exist regarding influence on drinking water and 

Natura 2000 habitat, the court sees that the location of these military activities can be questioned. 

There is thus some uncertainty regarding the risks for proliferation of toxic heavy metals and organic 

substances, which the firing operations give rise to. In view of the difficulty of completely eliminating 

the risks associated with PFAS chemicals polluting Vättern, the Court cannot see how an application 

of the environmental requirements of the Environmental Code could lead to the activity being 

accepted - in the long term.”  

With these doubts in mind, the court should of course not allow the give permission to the military 

activities at this specific location. The act that the court, despite its insights, advises the government 

to violate both the EU water directive and the species and habitat directive is an environmental law 

scandal of great dimensions! The permission is appealed and it is the Government who now will decide. 

PFAS (high fluorinated substances) is a group of more than 5000 chemicals, which are water and 

dirt repellent. For decades, Karlsborg Airport has leaked PFAS chemicals to the Vättern water 

protection area. This is due to previous exercises with fire extinguishing foam. The limit value, 

concerning the environmental quality standard for one of these chemicals, PFOS, is already exceeded 

more than double in Vättern. All water works around Vättern have found elevated values in the raw 

water. Since 2014, the Armed Forces and the County Administrative Board have known about the 

pollution. But the Armed Forces’ own supervisory environmental authority, FIHM, ignores the fact 

that their own expert investigation in a recent investigation has proposed sanitation measures. 

Instead, the defense-internal control authority has approved that the airport can start draining out 

poisoned groundwater to the drinking water protection area. Aktion Rädda Vättern and many 

inhabitants have appealed the decision and demanded immediate inhibition. The case is on the 

government's table since mid-November. 

Recent research on PFAS is very worrying. The chemicals are carcinogenic, damaging to liver, thyroid, 

immune system and reproductive organs. Recently, a research report from the Karolinska Research 

Institute showed that the PFAS chemicals pass the placenta into the fetus throughout the pregnancy. 

The chemicals are stored in the fetus lungs, liver and brain. 

Both European and Swedish authorities are at the moment reducing the limit values for PFAS 

chemicals substantially, in some cases even to a level one thousand times lower compared with 

previous values. The limit values, which the Armed Forces refer to are now out of date. 

 

Since the 1940s the Swedish Armed Forces have submerged ammunition into the lake and we are 

speaking of enormous amounts of potentially explosive ammunition, 5 to 10,000 tons (VVF), 



containing led and other heavy metals and many thousands of mercury caps. This dumped 

ammunition has not been removed and there is not even a plan to do it. "What you can’t see don’t 

exist" has been the unspoken argument.  

In addition to the dumping, the Armed Forces has shot all sorts of weapons and ammunition into 

Vättern. There are large grenades of 30-40 kg, many hundred thousands cartridges of different sizes, 

lying exposed on the shallow and stony bottom outside Karlsborg. The shooting has been going on 

from land and from the air for almost 80 years. The bottom is in some areas completely covered with 

remnants of cartridges, missiles of different sizes and metal shards. A substantial portion of these 

explosives has not detonated, so called OXA, unexploded ammunition, which could be fatal for 

anyone approaching without knowing.  (This report was sent to the Armed Forces 2012, but no reaction)* 

The Armed Forces and FMV have no plan to incapacitate these devices and clean up the lake from 

this dangerous ammunition, instead they prefer to expand their activities, with several permits to 

shoot an enormous amount of rounds, grenades and and rockets into the lake. 

Despite major public protests with more than 35,000 signatures and despite the fact there will be 

very high decibel levels of noise over very large areas on both sides of the lake and harmful for the 

environment in several ways, the legislation of Natura 2000, the Water Directive and the Species and 

Habitats Directives has not been applied correctly. Moreover, we have lots of big sign posts all 

around the lake telling us that: Vättern is a water protection area. 

There is another serious issue: The exercises are largely planned as exercises for rather unexperinced 

pilots and the risk of flying accidents increases even more when the pilots practise low altitude 

attack flights, 200 – 50 m above a city and other densely populated areas. Moreover, the rich bird life 

close to the military airport increases the risk even more.  

The environmental threats and problems with the water supply are today the greatest security risks. 

The Swedish Armed Forces should take a lead in defending the environment and become part of the 

solution - not the problem. If we have no drinking water and functioning ecosystems, there is nothing 

left to defend.  

Our Defense Force is supposed to defend Vättern - not launch a war against our drinking water.     

We invite the government to protect Vättern before it is too late. 

Lake Vättern is unique with its ecosystem, drinking water and its beauty. 

 If the state authorities do not apply their own laws: who should then be able to protect Vättern's 

water supply for 300,000 people today and additionally as many within a 10-year period?                 

There is only one answer: Vättern must become a legal person! 

 

 

 

* Unexploded ammunition outside Karlsborg: Large amounts of ammunition, which include: contains toxic heavy metals, 

exposed openly on the rocky bottom. Fjärde Sjöstridsflottiljen, the Fourth Naval War Flotilla, which carried out the 

investigation initiated by the Swedish Armed Forces, testifies to the least 50-year-old ammunition remains without being 

covered by sediment. Some projectiles are completely intact, others severely infested with rust. In addition, there are 

unexploded ammunition with auto-destruction! The naval war flotilla warns: "Auto-destruction in unexploded sharp 

ammunition makes it very much shock-sensitive and dangerous. ”And:“ Prohibition of bathing, fishing and diving should 

continue to prevail in the area. ”This therefore applies to an area completely close to well-visited shallow beaches. The 

report from the Fourth Naval War Flotilla about the bottom conditions, which the Armed Forces submitted to the court this 

autumn, turned out to be just over 7 years old! On the mailing list in 2012, the General Officer, now renamed the Swedish 

Defense Inspector, was the supervisory function of the armed forces. We therefore wonder: Why has the supervisory 

function not taken any measures to clean up the area from dangerous ammunition? 

 


